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Building Better Sound Barriers
Means flexibility In catering for specific noiseattenuation requirements
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Illustratedare: (reft)GRCabSOtpl Ne panels, (rl9~t) GRC dispersiv
e parJeJs witfJCOfICealed galvanised steelpost
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Aoela Compos ite Products beli eve that their new Glass Reinforced
Concrete no ise fenc e panel sys tem-, designed In conjunct ion with the
Road Construction Authority. Victoria , meets the c riteria of
fle xibility
acoustic and st ructural performance
aesthetics
economy

*

*

*

• Austr ali an and Int ern ation al patents App lied for .
Espec iil lly dfl s ig nN to .upprtl.. lo w-'~u.ncy ttmlu lon . (fI.g. trilffic nois e) ' eafures inc lu dfl :

*

absorptive panels
* Unlforrn pana/ S1ze
accuraleq uality control
Ioflgse<v;ce life

*
*
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ComposIIIIPn1duc1s

*
*
*
*

user design inpul
high lte.ura l strer'\9tf'1
quickly installed
mochanicalha,ndling

*

dispersive panels
COI'ICealedg alvanisedpos ls
• light weight
al roond eCOtlOmy

*
*
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T.... world's f irst Sho rt Leq mete r I, now m<»8 pow erful - Its memory l ize Is
now over 900 ,000 ShoI1 Leq Yalues alld t he base Short Leq period II now 1/16
'IICOnd. Addillonally , the CRL. 236A can be ~mot, ly controlled using Cirrus

s oftware to downloa d , o perate and calibrate oller modem s, I positive boon In
Inacces •• lble loc all ons wher e lt beco mH
em lnl-monitorlng.lallon.
The new 256 CRL ., type 2 Le-q and Soun d Level Met,", Wit h th e .ddlllOtl 01

TRUe PEAk, menu..RMnl en.bl ing a ll n peclS 01 ths Europ ean Commun ltl ..
dlreet IW to be montlon, d . The CRl256 Is a de livat lve 01the bes t selling CRL
222, .. use d by the Healt h and Safety Ex~u llve. and the CRL 254, now the
Brit ish Arme d Servi ce. standard Ins trume nt.

A type 1 v'ri,nl, th e CRL 255 will s oo n be evene me.
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U
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Society
A WORO OFWELCOME
FROM THEPRESIOENT
TM praetlce ol lhe sceoce eor art 01acousticsin Auslraliac:overs.
fl\f\9ll al ~.lds thai is almost as uverseas the country is large. Few. ~
~ ,areashaVebeenor arebelllglell urrloocht<l, Broadlyspeal"ng
pradilione" are e ee loundin 00Ihltle corporateandgoverr'li'lWllsec·
1OI'S, invanousl'lOustries,in researchitlslilulions,inconSl.«ancyolllon
WIdin academe, Workota l'W9'l lel:l'ncalq...al~.~~ar teeh·
/lOlogisleading edge. has been consistent and promJIeril IIllrilulM of

IIlCeSSio)Mry tuMel is beginnillg to glimmer, While rusmayor may1'10I
be lrut,ll1erealityirlthat bmesnevebeen roIJ\11 in lI1etestyear or soand
the aoous~cs lratemlly I/l AlJS
traiia lias ce~ainly felt the piflCh , HOWeofflf
like somany ol Ol.lr !riends art1OJOd theworld,wepncleourselvesonbeing
8OIeto tou~ ~ OlAinsucn timiS, In the AuslraJian worldof aoousIics we
=~hil'<1lmanagedlOkeep the recession'basedC3SlJalty ratetoa

()ga "'sabOI\andMl'Wlgofmajorn emabcnajCOl1Ie'e<as ilrICIsmall
..-,ce~ ak., g . partlCular1y lJll(lef lhese prllSml economlC ci~

AsF'TMIdenlol lheAuslral,an Aw!stkal Societyiis r-.erefofafl'ilt1 SQme

lheellortsol Austral~acousticians , ~ eYiderceolltleMobserva

j)"D! lIIaI l,on behall ol ai rnembe<$ oI lhe Soci~ e>Clenll a warm w",

lionsiskl be laJnd in lhe 8XCel lert papers pu~ inlhisedOlnot

OOmlllO al OlI'visbs.ThlSspecialealionofAcotJstic$ Auslrakahas

AccwJslUAuslraiia

beenp:6pOSely~atalmelo ooincid ewllhllolh'NESTP AACIV
inl INTERNOtSE91 . llr\lst lwl;gjtolleer;oymen: oI )'CU' ~a nd
~yoI.I'LrIder$Un;I tI9of aa;uslii;:s pra etice i'lAustr_ l wish_

ll'ldeed tlleya!SO ex~ilylhe~oe olfleldslO

wtlodll have, etemld
EroIngprorpssis belng made. desplle lheee::ononw:~ ¥ItIIch

havebesel Australia,liIe so manyoller countries,SaneeoonomiCplI:ldrtshaw beenrecently suggesting lhatlheligtt allheendollhfpr/l$lR

l;leIegates lOlheConferences weiarldtrustlhal )'CU'i'lYolWmerl: isl'lO'l
$UO:;8SSfIJ lllld er4oYable, llolhlechnicatyBndperscnaJy

....

...ChiefEditor

....- - -'""ii
H:::
oward Pollard

This issue completes 10 years 01 p<O(Iuctoon bylhepresenl edilonal
leam.ll is lhe 5<!
thi sS\iesincelhecommencementollheolcl Bullelinl1
1912- Until 1978theNewSouth WalesDfvisiOnhad !he responsib'ity for
thep' c>ductian and the EditOlialCommill&9S included Peler Kroow!a nd,
JohnIrvine,TedWeston, FergeFricl<e andRichard Hftljgie, Inl979ttle
Victoria DMsionlook overthe lesponsi~"rty an(! I~ Chief Ed~or wu
AollinAJfreCsoo followed by Aob Lawin 19l1O Bnd DonGibson In 19S1 .
In 1982 the productionwas mQ'Vedback 10NfflSo\IlhWale$wilI'I HowBldPollard asCl1iefEdilor andMarionBuIQessasA$$OCiaI$Edrtor
In Aprl 1Q65lhe nameol lhejoumal was changed from BUlilInol lhe
Austr~anAcousbcalSocielyIOAc:oust;r;"Au$lTalia.

In I~ Q,I'rert r.

gime,lh eCl1iefandA$sociale EdiIorsereassastedby. rll,I1Iberolact,.,.
9CiIas RiJding Neville FieI(:tler
, Oems Gl!ltWl\JS, John D<noIl and

""' '''''''''

Thecvrrentbrie! tolheedilQrsfromlh. Counciis 'l:lcorrti'lJtprodueing
. q..Lalllyt«tncaljolmalOlalseNesbothil5. lel\ecbon0l 8C:OlJSbC8j
actiYities inAustraliaandasame<li...,. lol"l'IIW1 l111d produetinlQrma1Q1

01interesl to members Aste' dyS1reamolarticlesffomacoustiQens,
boIh within BI"ldol/lside AlI5tr. liB. together with frllOMlnt expressions ol
interest from oIhElfcountnes, SlJ9\1llSIs lhal we are !lm ling a usetul
function
TMleha. ebeenoiticisms,oIlX1U'Se,somewllowanl more readBble'l.
ticles, somewhowantmore relevantteehnical il'llorma1IOf'l , ltlosa wtlo
WOIJlcI prefera nawslen\ll"ralherthM a teehricaljoumal,thosewhothil'lk
we should usecile~erpaper (wIla1ever lha1 is),thosawho want mora

colourl lustrations,atc.
Therais lJwa¥S room lor iflllrOllefTlent and new ideu, WalllOllldbe
pleased 'I:l hear fromanymemberwhohasan unflJl\lllld 11ltlte . SSlStin
It'ieeditingorwhohas posiWe ideason lhe UMe dil"edion 01Acous
tICS
Australia I lIl'l)IJd like to 1twlk ~ ltw:lse who haltv as.sisted so abty "' lha
proo..cronol lhisPIJblicaliclllincludingllll"paneloltorlSlitllgedrtorsand
reIeraes; l e;ghWalbank. Business Manager; BI"ldIheStall01CrorluM.

p",,,.eo

••[ : ::;::: COlinHansen

rf]r;:n~~:cr~!l~]~~~I
l!:
inQaW·
AclivecontrOoInoOsaB<1d vbal lCniswel onlhe ....a1to becom
Iiondoil alinl1lslryby tha8lld ollledecadlt~,many olIhe1Ktl ·

nlCalproblemsassociatedwrththeimplernantationoi aetivt oon\fOl s"
temsin corl1l!e>; erMrorrnentsar' 1Ill to besolYad , prantetlngpltnly
oI'<tlJI1<lorlhe~merousleseard1grouP5tliltl\avl been sp8Wll8'dinthe

pest ten1ears Toe exlent of lhe leseard! aclivil}' in this araais-.·
iOenced bjrtheanendaroceol300at legatesat .spec:ialOOl'lfalal'l(;lon
lhis subjectheldBl Wginia Potylachl'liclnstituta andStata lJnrlrerlily in
Virginia, U.SA inApriI, 1991.Qver e'!tll}' papM onvariousupecta ol
lhe s~ _e presented byauthol'S lrornIhI U ,S Aan(!.larglrll,l1l ·

berolothercountries
Al the prese!ll limeoommercial s1slemsare availa~ llor reoo cl ng noise
inwr han(!llIIQooetsandautomotiltflm aUSlS 8n(\systarnsareCUrrIlrll11
belng oo\'8loplld to rl!OJceaircraftinterior nQlSa,adomotlilein1enor
l'IOise,andStilrnarmeradiatednoisalomantion~l~

Mat8l'iaisResearchl.aboratories, Ihe Depallmenl ol Sta~ Oevelopmenl

andtheAustraiianEIadncilySuppty IndJstryResearm Bo¥dOlhtrs in
AI/Sll!lhawor!ung n thisfield roudeDrs,I Shepherd anclF,la Fontaine

at CSIAO,DMsionot BUlding Construdion and Engineering in ",~.
bourna,Dr. J. Pan at the Universily 01WeslemAuslralill andOr. L WOO/J
Al R M,I.T. in Melbowne
In December,1991 a rare opport~ilyw;11 ensetor engineers, aeous·
ticlans andresearcl\ersinteresled in acl;.,.econtrol01noisa an(!vibr. tion
10 learn moreaboul thisexciting held, Ato ll"da1 inlensivecourseifl.
wI'Iingsi):- well kncwn speakers/rom!he U,s.A,andlhe U Kwhoaraail
leadersin lheirfteld andbJr speake,,/romAus!ra
i a will beollt redat lhe
Unil'el'llllyol Adelaide
In !hISandthenexlissueolAcotJsbcsAustralia, ab I'ialO'ler>'iewis gNen

n Austrllk, lhe largesl ~ underlaking researchin ttOs ar"is the Ma

~ chanical Eng~ Oepanmanl at 1tla lkWersity ol Aclallida. sr.c. 1he
'~oI 198ll>Ihe~.le<lbyOrCdinHartSlll'l>~raceMdilCl·

AOOuSticsAustni;lia

O~II'1IHf. Sptdal Topic

proJlll\Blely $900,000In funcl
ing lrOOI the Sir Rossand Sf KtIIh Smoth
Fl.W'Id,the.t.ustrabnResM"chCOll"d.dlelJniversltyolAdelaide,OSTO,

01Ihacurrentstate oI thBMolaetivenoise cor'l!rl:M. DuelOtheimf\ed
spacllavaJable, . ...as nol posstie 'l:l treaU etiw vibfationcontrol. bLC
I!is may be thB SlJ bject ol. e Mura ~ . • •
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" 'hi t Happml with Overlo&d.7

sylomer~

Notrlng t s.,.uner- .eacts PQSiliYely,

<IfltM«l1e....... lenlddlhort lerm
QYefIoIdc .nnol oam, oe~

Many prob!eml lfl lhfl erell ol struelufe
bomll noisellOdv ,!lfallOflCllo besl be
sotvedwilhlhllflllhlfT\lllterilll:At1ela slic

sytomeroAUST1WJA
, . . HUTMVn'ON IlD~ DAHOEHOHQ, InC. :" 71
TB.DMOHl:~mDIIIllOBlU:Ol'S1 2m fAX:(l:QJ7M1lOO1

47 FAl.CON 'T~CAOWSNtST.UW. 2OU
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Impulse Acoustics
C.G. DON
Depar1ment of Physic . (e , utn, 1et c.mpu. )
Monu h Unlvef"aity
Me lbourne. Vl C1Ofla , 314 5

istJIar.l1eSiredcomponents andoora;n~~(JIIfJf'
~t~r~_rwoasp«tsol~~rrhidlCoVll»utiind.,.v~oI-.

ABSTRACT: The lIbIi#Jry 10 /Wnf .
menI

~DOnI.

"*-'-. .,..... _ - 0 ~ sp«:iaI ......... on II-.~.

eM-

KJetIfbot!.ilgIvwllO' ~oI~~IIf'dIOIN~althftffla/liwwllf'df\flXlfdw'lgl)'ll_

rem.

1'hlIn.lll.mtIerol~tJonsolltTfN#H-..sticstn~""I1'IeM1v~IIf'ttJ~
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1. INTRODUC TION
A revieW ol lne lC:OUlbCa ~atur. irldIcaled hd tner. ".....

beenrelatntely .....
rnMSUrement tool

applic.II:iorJaol~MJUnd

...

VM modem d9UII WcmoIogy ' -

mad8 'econ:lono..cl8l'\lll1li
' somple""'b~ofIert;_
·

er"'lId\Iantall"Over~_leCf\I'oIqueSlll
·This

aItI(:\ll$8ElkSIIIOIAIine'hepolentielolimpUMlICOUStieI
IWldlOoe.cribetne~~

MimpulsivoelCU'lClcanblidetnecl . . . luddenprtlS$U'e
<:hangein ll'lelTlediumwt1l(:h,.l'ter~.higlpr
......

1eveIb'.lItlOI1tmeln'l........

--.

Sl.Ife .

(i)

f~ llo lne llltT'Oenl pnl$

Impbes".....lt1JeetmpCltUlnten.~

aLarvepressurelor.lhortdur.llOl1.ofIe<lIfIfIth......
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may include explosives, a sonic boom simulator [5] and
even watershock [6] for the production of high pressure
pulses in liquids.
Tone bursts are generated electronically and converted into
an acoustic pulse through aloud speaker. Inevitably,the
responseofa loud speakerdistortsthewaveform,thereby
altering the frequency content. One way of producing an
impulse is to determine the transfer function of the loud
speaker (that is the ratio of the output to input signal at each
frequency) and then use this known function in conjunction
with a waveform synthesizer to generate an apparently distorted inputsignalwhich,when emitted by the loudspeaker,
produces the desired waveform [3,7,8]. Such impulsegenerators have the advantage that the waveshape, risetime
and duration can be controlled and.hence the spectral content adjusted, within limits. Also the impulse is reproducible
and can be repeated frequently. Limitations include the low
output level generated by the speaker and residual ripple
preceding and following the main impulse.
More direct ways of creating an impulsive sound including
hitting a metal plate with a hammer, bursting a balloon [9] or
dischargingagun. Figure2showswaveformsobtainedsimultaneouslybyplacingamicrophoneoneithersideof,and
equi-distant from sources. The hammered plate tends to
ring,producingarelativelylonglastingsoundwhich,likethe
popping balloon, is quite different at the.two microphones.

An asymmetric sound field is inappropriate for many measurementsituationsas it is difficult to correct satisfactorily for
changes of waveshape with angle. Perhaps even moreimportant, both a hammer blow and the bursting balloon tend
tovarybelweensuccessiveevents,makingitdifficulttoobtain reliable data. A hammer blow and similar sounds
caused bythe collision of two more objects are often classified as impact noise [10] and will not be considered further
in this article.
.
For measurement purposes, a more useful impulse source
is a gunshot, such as that shoyvnin Figure 2 (c),which is of
shorter duration and tends to be reproducible on a shot-toshot basis. Live bullets are not recommended! The buliet
can be lethal and can produce a shock wave which exhibits
non-linear effects. An effective source is formed by discharging a shot-shell primer held in a suitable solid metai
holder, by hitting a pointed firing pin into the primer with a
hammer [11]. If this mechanism discharges into a tube, say
50cmormoreinlength,thenthehotgasemergingfromthe
tube forms an effective point sound source a few millimetres
in front of the tube. Measurementsindicatethatthesound
follows the inverse square law and has conical symmetry
about the barrel of the gun. This means that the waveform
and intensity does depend on the angle from the gun axis
but the waveform is invariant anywhere on a cone formed
around this axis. These features make such a gun a suitable source for many types ofimpuise measurements.
Other impulse sources which have been used lnclude etectrical sparks [12j, where voltages up to 30kVare discharged
between electrodes. A lower voltage system has been produced for model studies [13]. The electrical discharge is
more nearly omni-directional than a gunshot, although significantshape variations occur between sparks. Theacoustical effect of explosives used in quarry blasts or by the military have been studied at long distances [14-17] and at
short range [18]. These large scale explosives have decidedly dangerous aspects and are best left to experts.
Most explosive sounds have a similarwaveshape [19] initiallyashortduration high pressure compression with a fast
risetimefollowed byalonger, and often morerandomlyvarying, rarefaction. The frequency content of the pulse dependsontheduration and nature of the source. For a gunshot the range is typically from 100Hz to 15kHz, with most
of the energy around 1kHz, as indicated Figure 3. Aspark
discharge is typically one tenth the duration so the frequency range is correspondingly ten times greater.
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A spark discharge or blank being detonated can produce
levels ranging from 120dB to 160dB or more. Assuming a
background level of 55dB, the dynamic range typically exceeds 65dB which imposes constraints on the recording
system. However, it does mean that impulse measurementscan be performed satisfactorily in the presence of reiativelyhighbackgroundlevels.
In Figure2(c),thedelayedreflectionoftheimpulsefromthe
ground is quite apparent. Similar reflections must occur in
the other waveforms shown in the figure as they were taken
using a similar geometry; the reflections have merged with
the direct component. This is a major advantage of using
short duration impulses as the unwanted components can
often be identified by their separation in time. Small secondary reflections from people, tripod legs or parts of the
source structure can fall in the tail of the main pulse and
must be avoided.
Non-linear shock conditions occur close to very high pressure level sources, so it is necessary to avoid taking measurements closer than some pre-determined distance. For
example, when detonating blanks resulting in levels about
160dB at 2m from the muzzle, it was determined that beyond 2m the sound behaved linearly, following the inverse
square law. Inside this distance the measurements were
unreliable,partlyduetoshockconditionsandpartlydueto
debris from the discharge causing mechanical noise on the
microphone. Many quieter sources display linearity to within a few centimetres of the source.

4. RECEIVERS
The important requirement is that the measuring microphone faithfully captures the impulse waveform, which implies that it should not saturate because of the high level

(a)

1/4" Microphone
--- 112" Microphone

(b)

5J.ls sampling
--- 4Qus sampling

Time

e-e-->

1 ms
Fig. 4. (aJ Comparison of normalized gunshot waveforms recorded
with Brue/& Kjaermicrophones type 4135 and 4165, (b) effect of altering the sampling time, both waveforms recorded using the same
1/4" microphones.
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and that is has an adequate frequency response. If the gunshot of Figure2(c) is recorded with a 1/2" microphone with
an upper frequency response rolling off at 20kHz, a longer
risetimewill be apparent compared to that obtained using a
1/4" microphone responding upto 100kHz, as shown in Figure4(a). When the same gunshot is recorded using a 1/8"
microphone, respondingupto 140kHz, the waveform is unchanged, indicating that the 1/4" microphone had an adequate response. Also, the lower sensitivity 1/4" microphone is less likely to saturate.

5. THE RECORDING SYSTEM
A number of instruments have been designed to determine
the peak value [20, 21] and duration [22] of impulses.
These instruments are particularly useful in studies of hearing damage due to impulse noise. The latter topic has been
reviewed recently [23] and is the subject of ongoing investigations [24, 25]. In this section the emphasis is placed
on faithfully recording the impulse waveform.
A tape recorder can be used to capture impulse sounds, but
analogue systems have a number of limitations. Typically
the dynamic range required by impulses far exceeds the
50dB available from most magnetic tapes while there must
be no phase distortion over the full frequency band [27].
More reliable are the modern digital acquisition systems,
where the performance depends largelyonthebehavourof
the analogue to digital converter (ADC). The dynamic range
depends on the number of bits produced bytheADC, theereticallybeing60, 72 and 96dB for a ten, twelve and sixteen
bit system respectively. However, the larger bit size requires
longertoconvertthesampledanaloguesignalinloadigital
word, which restricts the sampling frequency. Many instruments utilize a 10 bit ADC with a conversion time of
10[1S,corresponding to a maximum sampling frequency of
100kHz, which is appropriate to cover the audio range. A
similar 16 bit ADC might require 600[1s per conversion, with
an upper frequency of only 1.7kHz. Faster systems can be
purchased, e.g. 16 bit with a 1MHz upper limit; these are
technically more sophisticated and therefore more expensive.
To avoid aliasing [28], the input signal must be bandwidth
limited to less than half the sampling frequency. Often this is
achieved by switching in an anti-aliasing filter linked to the
selected sampling frequency. As filtering may significantly
change the recorded waveform it is essential that a sufffficientlyfastsampling rate is chosen. Consider the gunshot
offigure2(c),which has the frequency content shown in figure3. The majority of the signal lies below 15kHz although
there is some energy above this frequency. The solid curve
in figure 4(b) was produced using a sus sampling time, i.e.
an upper limit of 200 kHz which is well above the expected
frequency content of the pulse. When the sampling time is
mcreased to aous a significanl change in lhewaveform occurs,brokencurveinfigure4(b),eventhoughtheupperlimit
of 25kHz would appear to be beyond the main frequency
band of the impulse.
Sufficient memory to store the complete pulse is another importantfactor. A signal lasting 0.1s requires at least 2x10 4
words if sampled at 200kHz while 1024 words would permit
only5msofthe pulse to be stored.
Often the digitised waveform has to be analysed into itsfrequency components by using the Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) [28]whichrequiresanNpointdatasetwhereNis2 n
withninteger.lfthenumberofactualdatapointsdoesnot
meet this criteria additional points, set to the ambient value,
can be added at the start and/or end of the time trace without changing the frequency spectrum, although the frequencyresolutiondependsonaugmentedtime,nottheactualrecordinginterval.
The transform effectively analyses a cyclic pattern formed
by repeating the N point sequence. If the tail of the impulse
has not returned to the ambient condition after the N points,
then the pattern has a step where the next set joins on
which will distort the true frequency spectrum. Often this
leakage is reduced infrequencyanalysersbyusing "window
functions", such as Hanning, Hamming, etc., which deemphasise data near the start and tail of the time window.
However, these window functions may also modify the impulseitself,particularlyifitoccursnearthestartofthetrace.
For impulses is it preferable to use a rectangular window,
which gives equal weighting to all data points, and bring the
tail gradually down to the ambient value before the end of
the time trace by modifying the datain a computer. Note
that any curtailing or modification to the tail will alter the lowerfrequency components, but with care the effect can be
minimal. If the impulse waveform is contained within, say, a
1024 point trace it is sometimes useful to extend the data to
4096 points by adding additional words at the ambient level
on either end of the time trace prior to applying the FFT.
This has the advantage of decreasing the frequency resolution,byafactorof4inthisexample.

6. COMMERCIAL INSTRUME~TATION
The range of commercially available equipment for the captureand manipulation of impulse data is rapidly expanding
In its versatility. To permit the simultaneous capture and
comparison of waveforms, two or more inputs are essential.
Because the impulses may arrive at different times, either
long records or the ability to delay the triggering of one trace
relative to the other is necessary. Another asset is pretrigger, which enables small pulses prior to the triggering impulse to be captured.
The simplest pulse capture system is a digital oscilloscope
A few years ago an advanced system provided dual 1024
word channels and a 1us sampling time. Currently four
channel systems, each with 16K record lengths and 0.1~lS
sampling times are available. Multichanneldataacquisition
systems which use a PC for mass storage of data are another option. While two or four input channels are normal,
systems with 24 channels are available. In some instrumentsthe sampling rate is independent of the number
of channels while in others the sampling interval increases
as more channels are involved. Both the above systems
depend on the host PC for data manipulation. Sophisticated computing packages are available to perform Fourier
analysis and other mathematical processes. One claim for
such PC based systems is that as technology improves it is
only a matter of updating the program compared to replacing dedicated push-button equipment.
Waveform analysers (or transient recorders) and spectrum
analysers are evolving into similar instruments as their computing options become more ex1ensive. Some years ago,
waveform analysers typically provided longer time traces
and more scope for manipulating the data in the time domain than spectrum anaiysers, which captured a fixed

record length and converted this directly into the frequency
domain. Now both types of instruments can be obtained
which capture traces up to 105 words and permit a desired
portion to be selected for frequency analysis. Anotheruseful feature is the ability to ensemble average successive
waveforms to reduce random effects due to source variations or turbulence in the medium. It is essential that the
system has provision to exact'y aliqn waveforms before addition otherwise distortion of the waveshape will occur. Interfacing either type of instrument to a PC gives complete
flexibility.

7. FURTHER APPLICATIONS
When an impulse sound occurs in an auditorium, the multitude of reflected pulses reaching a receiver can be used to
estimate the acoustic qualities of the room [29]. Simultaneous reflections will overlap, exposing intense echoes, while
the reverberation time and frequency response can be derived from the impulse response. Impulses have also been
applied to measurements of the acoustic transmission of
ducts [30].
Using an impulse with a well defined waveform, the change
between the incident pulse shape and that reflected from
some flat surface can be used to determine the magnitude
and phase of the reflection coefficient and hence the characteristic impedance of the surface.
This has been
achieved on wall sections [31] and fibrous surfaces [32] using a spark discharge and on soils using sine packets [33]
and gunshots [34]. Because the required signals can be
distinguished from reflections from the walls, impedance
measurements can be performed without the use of an anechoic room - a major advantage over continuous waves.
Another advantage is that impedance measurements can be
determined rapidly over a wide frequency range - typically
500Hz to 10kHz for a gunshot. This is particularly useful if
dynamic effects, such as the impedance variation as rnoisture is added to the soil [35], are to be studied. It is difficult
to adapt such techniques to low frequencies. If an impulse
source has dominant frequencies down to, say 20Hz, then
the resulting waveform has a much longer duration than a
gunshot and so it is difficult to achievesuitabletime-isolation
of the direct and reflected pulses, unless greatly increased
distances are employed.
The above techniques can also be used to determine the attenuation of acoustic barriers by replacing the reflected
pulse by one diffracted over the barrier [2, 36]. Secondary
pulses may prove a useful source of additional information.
For example, if a barrier has a crack in it then sound leaking
through will reach the microphone located behind the barrier
before the main diffracted impulse. The size of the earlier
pulse relative to the main diffraction gives a measure of the
leakage [37, 38].
If an impulse is propagated through air above a grassy
planethenclosetothesourcethedirectandgroundreflected pulse will be time-isolated. At larger distances the
path difference becomes negligibly small and these componentsmerge. This behaviour for different impedance surfaces has been investigated using both tone bursts[39] and
gunshots [19]. In practice, wind and temperature gradients
cause bending of the sound rays giving rise to regions ofeither sound focusing or a shadow zone. The changes in the
pulse shape as it propagates through the medium can be
used to study these processes [40, 41]. While the above
studiesweremadeintheatmosphere,similarprinciplescan

be applied to pulses in the oceans [42j. When impulses are
used,the results are obtained with a "snapshot' of the meteorological conditions rather than an average over many
seconds as is commonly encountered in continuous wave
measurements.

8. CONCLUSION
While there are situations where impulse noise can beannoying, for example quarry blasts, rifle-range gunfire and
sonic booms, the emphasis in this paper has been on the
use of impulses to solve acoustic problems. Becausethe
required components can often be time-isolated, impulse
measurements can be taken indoors without an anechoic
room and their wide frequency range means that data is
gained simultaneously over most of the audio range.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Advance s in eng inee ring m aterials have led to a deerea se
in the strength 10 weig ht ratio in mode m p8sse nger CB.ryin\l
vehicle s, in particular aircraft an d autom obile's, It has also

Ied tothedevelopment olmore fuel-afficienl.yel loooer (In
!he case of modem turbo-prop engines). proplJlsion s~·
lems . It is expected by passen gers , how ev er, th at modern

adV8nC6Sshouldnolr8Sult in any dllCrease in crealure
comfort; on the contr ary, we expect 10 be pampered wit h

ever-increasing comfort.

This has led to a problem lo r

structural acoustician s, !lS lhe irold ally, mass, i8 being e1im·
inated before th eir very eyltS. Ho w can IowfreqU8f'lCy nois e
be eonlr oll9d without sl.tl sla rTlially increasin g l he mass 01
ttese sle ek, modem carriers? Active noise control may be
one possibl e solut ion . But how ecee such II system worlI ?

Tlle basic com POl1e ntsof an active nois econlrol syslem , liS
showri In Figure 1, can be divid ed into two broadcalego ries;
the physiCal control sysI em , and the e1ectronoceontr ol 8YS'
lem . The physical control system consisl s 0I1he(:Qf11tol
sourc es (spe akef$, shakers, el(:.), which provide a coo·
trolI if1g ,ry ·car1ce1ling " ,d islurbance ,anderrorsenso ~ (mi ·

crocteoes. aCCt!'lllrom&l ers. erc.j.

Which prcMde II measure

01the resid ual d,sllM'bance. A1l0pti0nalthifdcomPOl1en1 1s
arelerence setl$OI", which wi ll provide a measure of the im ·
pe ndIng prim ary disturt:lance. (Wh~e ttuscomponerlt is -cc Ekd/'Oll~

Phy.u:al
Con trol

Control

s,";" iJS":~rm~
;

tional", its inc lusion greally enhance s the ettece venesa and
slabililyof l he con l l'Ol system [1]. Wher e the primary no ise
diSlurbance is pe riodic, such as general ed by rotating machinery, a cq LM i~Ol1 of 1his "reference signal" is nol a diffic ull
l asl\.) T he eieeircnte contro l system usesthe error and ref·
erence signals 10 drive Ihe contro l sources 10 achiev e the
desired soo nd anenuaton.
The vast m ajol"lly ol active noise cont rol systems currently
under invest igal ion for implem9fll ation in sound transmissIOn prob lems utIlise a referenc e s~nal lo construct a
feedlQfWard contro l system, show n in block form in Flgure 2,
(Allho<.Jgh~ may be adv anla geous to combine feed lorwllld
andfElildback irlOl1esyslem [2]. pu re feedbacll control syS·
l ems are rare irl activ e sound tra nsmission eonlrol sys tems ,
and wi. there!or enot be considafed here.) This type 01conlrol system changllll the chara cteristic;: imped ancllll of the
&truduraVarousllC sys tem 10 th e im penellng pnmary sou rce
dIsturbance . 0' , in conlr ollermino!ogy, it modifl8S!he zeroes
ol lhesyslem. To be praetically impi emented,ltlisarrange·
ment musl be adaplive, us ing lhesignal ITomthe error sensor {Wl1ic:h i$ lo be nu ned) 10 modify the con lrol syslem genthe
erll led signal.
This is neces sary 10
chang ing respo nse ch araetll ris!ics of Ihe s1nx:lltral/acoustic
Sy$lem (plane, automobi le. lllC.) which acco mpany ctlang ing
elllemalpatamll1erssuchaslem pef ature,ar rpressure,and
age
.

eccceeceere

Parallels between adva nces in microprocessor technology
and advanclIS if1 active nois e control are etten drawn. Willie

&~

F1(}Ufll2. Adap/iv9leedfo1wardcoorraisySlem.
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it is true that the availability of fast, inexpensive microprocessors has enabled practical implementation of active
noise control systems, the arrangement of the structural/
acoustic, or physical, part of the system is of equal importancein achieving satisfactory levels of sound attenuation [3,4]. At this stage, however,there is no direct analytical methodology for the design of the physical part of active
systems for controlling sound transmission into enclosed
spaces; rather, each case must be considered individually.
In fact, it is only recently that such systems have begun to
be moved from the "pure research" basket to the "research
anddevelopment"baske\.

2. PHYSICAL CONTROL MECHANISMS
Before examining the physical means by which sound transmission into enclosed spaces is controlled,abriefreviewof
the concept of structural/acoustic modal coupling is in order.
When sound is transmitted from outside an enclosed space
to inside, such as propeller noise into an aircraft fuselage,
the outside disturbance first sets the enclosing structure int0
motion. The structural vibration modes then couple with the
interior acoustic modes, resulting in an' energy transfer from
the structure into the acoustic space. Forstructureswhich
are at least of "moderate" size, which constitute the vast
majority of enclosed spaces targeted for active noise control, and where the acoustic medium is not particularly
dense, such as air,. the responseofthe,structurallacoustic
system can be considered In terms of the structural mvacuo
mode shapes, the acoustic cavity rigid-walled mode shapes,
and the modal coupling between the two. Not all structural
modes will excite all acoustic modes; in fact, quite the opposite. For modal coupling to occur, the product of the
structural and acoustic mode shape functions at the structural/acousticboundary(thewall),integratel'dovertheentire
contacting area, mustbea non-zero number. Forthistype
of coupled system, the total response can be considered in
Iwo regimes; structure-controlled,wherethe majority of the
total system energy is in the shell, and cavity-controlled,
where the majority of the total system energy is in the
acoustic space.
Research directed towards the global active control of enclosed sound fields can roughly be considered in two categories, divided by the type of control source used; acoustic
control sources located in the enclosure, and vibration control sources attached directly to the structure through which
the sound is being transmitted. Acoustic control source
work has received the majority of this division of labor, and
so will be considered first.

Acoustic Control Sources
When employing a global active noise control strategy to
the problem of sound transmission into an enclosed space,
the aim is to reduce the spatially-averaged levels of squared
sound pressure, or acoustic potential energy, defined as

Ep = [1/(2POC})]

J< p2(x»

d x-

V
where p (x) is the complex acoustic pressure at some point
intheenclosedspace,poandcoarethedensityof,and
speed of sound in, the acoustic media, respectively, and V
denotes the volume of the enclosed space. The acoustic
pressure at any location in the enclosed space isthe sum of
contributions from a (theoretically infinite) set of acoustic
modes,

p (x,t) =

2:

alt)(Pi(X)

i=1
where e, is the i th acoustic mode shape function, and a, is its
complex amplitude. When acoustic sources are used in an
active system controlling sound transmission, it is easy to
view the physical control mechanism as one of "cancellation", where the goal of the active control system isto excite
the acoustic modes in the enclosure with equal amplitude
and opposite phase to that of the primary source. However,
simple interference of two sound fields would result in large
noise reductions at some interior locations at the expense of
increased sound pressure in other. Implying this as the
physical mechanism responsible for global sound attenuation leads to the (in)famous catch-cry of active noise control
researchers, "where does the energy go?" [5]. To answer
this question, a closer look at the sound transmission problem is required.
The energy transfer from the structural to the acoustic
modes is dependent upon the input impedance of the
acoustic modes atthestructurallacoustic interface, which is
proportional to the acoustic modal pressure at this boundary. In exciting the acoustic modes out of phase with the
primary excitation, the control source causes a reduction in
the modal pressure at the interface, which in turn acts to decrease this input impedance. Thus, the amount of energy
accepted by the acoustic modes is reduced. Further, by
reciprocity the impedance seen by the control sources looking into each acoustic mode is similarly reduced. Thismutual unloading of the primary and control noise sources is
the impedance mechanism utilised in the active control of
sound transmission using acoustic sources.

Vibration Control Sources
As mentioned,the alternative to acoustic control sources in
the enclosed space is vibration control sources attached directly to the structure. Vibration control sources achieve
global sound control by altering the velocity distribution of
the structure. This can have two different effects, corresponding to two different physical mechanisms. Thefirst
of these, which is the most obvious, is to reduce the levels
of vibration which cause the noise [6]. For a coupled enclosure this does not necessarily mean reducing the total
structural vibration, but rather reducing the vibration levels
of the principle noise-producing (coupled) structural modes.
This effect, termed modal control, is most prevalent when
the response of the system is structure-controlled, and is
due to an increase in the structural input impedance of
these modes to the external sound pressure excitation field
[7].
The second effect which vibration control sources can have
upon the velocity distribution ofa structure, often predominant for a cavity-controlled response, is to alter the reiative amplitudes and phasing of the structural modes
(termed modal rearrangement) [7,8]. This can have the effeet of reducing the total modal energy transfer into an individualacousticmodefromthesetofstructuralmodescoupledtoi\.
For example, consider the control of sound transmission into
the rectangular enclosure of Figure 3. In this case, theresponses of the dominant structural and acoustic modes are
shown for a frequency near the (0,0,1) acoustic modal res-

CIOaI'lCEI (cayity-<:onI,~ led response)

for nOtma lly in cident
p1an8 wave primary e xenetcn and II sing levibralion eocrce
in the celller 01 \tle panel. Even Ih oog h Ih e amp liludesof
th e struetufal modes have not decreased, the rml> am plitude s oIlhe acoustOCmodes have be8l'l reduc llld by approximately 2Q d8. leading to II reduction 11'I acoustic poten! ~ energy 01 approxim ate ly 40 dB
How is thi s
possible?
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lheprinc!p!6Ill6dl":: ~=I/=ff~~mbol1ltM$/rUQo
Moda l rearrangement is me reecnees m at work. T he
ctlangeinralalNe a!lllllrtudeandphasingol the strudur al
modes has led to a red uetion In lheovetall leve ls of eM rgy
tranalerral into II gn..en acooshc mode /rom the structural
modes with v.tlich it is coupled. Re/elTing to Figure 3, if the
ampli tUde$ and phase s of the slruetllral mode s are adjusted
correetly,lh9ir individu al excil ation$oI the give n acous lic
rnooo wi. tend 10 "can ce l" e ach othllr out; thai is, the etrce-

lure eecenes "sell· unload ing ",
ThElfe is an interestin g sideline arisin g from this dllal·
mechanism natll re of vibrahon eceee active noise con tro l
Initial Illsearch directed tow ards ll sing vibratioo control
sourcesonairCfaftmodelledtheaircrall.as~aincylinders

The moda l coupliog charaetElfistics of 8 plain ty1irlder are
such lhat es sentia lly, at low Ireqllencies. each acoustic
al mode . It ....as found
mode is driverl by a single slJuet.....
that wheo ~ing a lim ited fltJmOOrof control scerces . soul'ld
artenualion by modal co ntrol near the reseoeoce ct eilher
the aCOlJ
5tic orstructll ral mode in a coupl ed pair was sig.
nificant. Howev er. off ·resonance $OI,Ind atleo uation was
poo r. oneo, modal rearrangemen l wi ll work ort-reeooance.
bul this ....as not a viab le prOlpll ct in a plain cylirlder . as II .e ·
qull ed at least two slructural modesto be coupled toa sin gle 8COJStic mode to wor k. The addition 0 1 a ftoor· like Ion·
gillldinal pa rtition into the model. however , a~ers th e modal
coopling charaete risbcs 80 8S 10 "t\II'n-(lll "the l'I'IOClall8arran gemen t m ectlan ism . Improving off·.esonance performanc e [6]. This pheoorTMill1a illvery ........sual, whelethe
complexity Of the model imploveslhe resu ll !

3. CONTROL SOURCE/ERROR SENSOR
ARRANGEMENT OPTIMISATION
As me ntioned eer ter, there is no direct analytical met hod for

design o f the physica l p art 01 an aetive sound trao smission
The<8 are, however. sev(l ral con cepl s that
are commDl'lly emplo yed when ana lytica lly assess ing the
mllJlimllm perl orman ce of such a sys tem. II is intuitive that
for en eceve no;secontrol syslem to be enecnve. it m ust be
able to both excite the modes (structural an d!oraCOlJstic j
excil ed by the primary noiseSOUlce (coolrollablhty ). and
1Il50 me8Sllre Ihe response 0 1 these modes (obse<Vability).
Ideally, this would lead 10 the use of one control source and
errorsensorpermodel9J,aniclealnotpraetically realisabie
II is more desirable 10 design acnvecontrol sysl ems using a
relative ly lew , judiciously placed, tra nsducel's _ Fora sim pla
slru eture,
es e reClaf'1\lular enclosure. "good" ecoust ic
coo trol50urce and error senso . placem enl po sitions in thll
comers (whe re the ecousrc mod es have an tinode s) are obviou._ For more COI1lplex snucn ses. suc h a s an airCfan fu·
selage . the optimum arraf'1\lemenl is nOl 50 d ear.

conner system,

eoce

One 188500 thai is ha s thus lar p1OVecI, in general. lmpo5soble 10 determine directly llI1a1yticalylhe optimum physleal arrangement of the conlrol sources and error 5er1scn is
oececse scun e power artentualion is not a line ar iurlction 01
contr ol source iOcatior! [10], and beca use th e opl ilTll,lm arror
sensorloc8tions are coup lad 10 the control source locations
[11,12), For acouslic andvib ration cont rol sources ,however,
con trol socece vonsr e veloci ty and force, respect ively, are
liI1ear fur1etions of sou nd pre ssure , T herelore ,aCOll stic po.
tential energy can be expressed as a quad ral K: fun etlon 01
control source volume velocity or Iorce , and the PfOblern
solved 10 delermine the optimum volum e velocity or Iofce for
agiV@l'loontrol arranll ement[7.13 ,14]. This process can be
imp lement ed iI1 a nll rnerical sellfch routine to optimally 10·
cete the control sources. The PfOblem is. however. th ai six
numerical integrations are requ ired at each Iocalionl Th is
process can. howev er, be sjmplffi ed and sped up by reo
ll xpressing it as a liooer ' 89 re saionprob lem an d tJsing com ·
mercia lly available so/tW'are 10 perlo l m the requi red
tions (ttli8 has the adde d adva ntag e o f simu ltaneouslyplac·
ingbolh the con trol sources and er ror sensors) 112]

ceeue-

4. WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD ?
As their mech llJ'lisma 01 OPf!.ation are known . and there is
some form 01 desig n methodol OliY availab le (~ inelflci ll1lt), wi ll aclive noise contr ol systems begil1appaarif'1\l
on p1anes, l rains. and autornobi les anyt ime soon? Th e answer is yes. probably nOlthisyear o.neld, but possibl y on a
com merci al sca le by the end of th e decad e, Seve ral:f1ight
tests 01 experiment al systems have already been undertakll1l [15.16,17). There are still implerrentetion problems 10
beOYeJOOme,suchaspracticaMy viablecontrolsoo«:es (although~-generationpiezo-eleclric

ceramicslook

treme ly promising) , and certain eleclronic conlrol system

ex·

ne-

cesemes sucIl as syslem "Msler function -modelling.
However. as testarnent to \tle lie ld's brightlutUIll, at leasl: SiX
compan ies ' sp ecialising" in aCllveCOl1lfOlllfeope<ating iI1
tI1e Un~ed State s and United Kingdom , a~l1ough as yet the
on ly tru ly comm ercial system is lor the rel atively simple
prob lem 01 plane wave sound prcoaqencn in air handlin g

doc"

5. SUMMARY
Active sys tems lor oonl.ol1inll sou nd transmission inlO eo·
closur es produce sound atteou ation by a~e.ing the eee acte<isticl~ances of the sl f\lClulallaooustic system.

Acousti c control SO\KC8S reduce u e transfer 0 1 energy betwoon the coupjed structu ral and acoustic modes by Ill·
duci ng the ececeuepressur e on the scrrece 01 the slructur e
Vol. 19 No. 3 - 11

Vibration control sources. howevef , have dual-lTMIChansm
cttarectertsbce. Firstly. they roease the stllJctllral inlU impedance 01 the primary offend ing sltUCtural modes to the
extem w sound fleld. Secondly , they reduce the modal energyll'anslerbyalteringlherelat;yeam~~udesandphasing

ctthe couptedstrccruralmcces
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Input Weletrtln e - Linear. A Weighted. external
Trigger Level - ~ 0.25 dB
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AC Power Input - 22Q.25QVSO/50 Hz. 7VA

Tlmine Ac cu rac y - Nom inal ~ O.0 5%
Subject to mains supply accuracy
AC Monitor Output - 0 dBm at t rigger level
Switched Output - Isolated mrcrcswitcn

relay Max. load 240V 2A AC
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Acoustics of The Chinese Qing
Thomas D. Rossing and Jlanmlng Tsal
Department of Phy sic s
Northern illinois Uni versity

DeKalb , IL 60115

The Qing is a OOw/·shaped musical instrum ent, commonly used in Buddhist religioos ceremonies in China. The principal nwd6 S of vibration, which result from the propagalion of bending waves

ABS TRACT :

around the circumference. are quire similar 10 /hoseof a ben. The pitch of the Oing is determined almost It ?lirel y by the fundamental (2. 0) panial, although tile (4,0) partia l is cl6arly heard 8 S an ov6ftOil6 .

Theqing (also known as shun or ching) is a bowl -shaped
rnuscer instrument, co mmoo ly used in Buddhist religious
ceremon ies, where it is oft en pa ired wilh a muyu or woo den
fish of about the same size (as show n in Figure 1). Qing
generally range from 10 10 40 em in diameter and 81 0 3S

some of the more promi nent vibrational mode s ot a 18 ern
diameter qing (the largest one in Figure 2). Modes (2,0)
throug h ( 9 . 0) a reid e n t ~i a b l e in the top IwOrows, but it is dif·
ficl,J~ to assign mode nl.Jmbers at the high freql.Jencies

although one large qing from the Han dynasty

Mode trequencies are shown in Figu re 4 as a function ofm,
the number 01nodal diameters , for lt1efour qing in Figu re 2.
Sound speetra fromthe 18 cm qing.treely suspended from
rubbe r bands and resting on lhe silk cushion, ere sncwntn
Figure 5. The upper spectrum in each case is recorded
w hen strUCk. and. the lower scecnu m o.s s later. Note that
the decay rates al e comparable in the two cases , indicating
relatively little damping tromttl e cushion. ln bcth cases.jhe
partial radiated by the (4,0) mode has \l1e largest amplitude
Freql.JellCiesoflt1emainpani als ina t s cm enc a t s en
qing are given in Table 1, along w ith Iheir ratios 10the fundamental in eactlcase. Nole that no tlar monic relationship
exists among the partials. The pitch of Itle qn g is determined almost entirely by the 1undamental (2,0)partial,although the strong (4,0) partial is clearly heard as an evertone

cm jnhe~ht.

(206 B.C. - 210 A.D.) measures 75 cm in diameter [l J
Wheo used in Ill ligious ooremoni es .the qinggenerally rests
en a em pillow and is struc k at the rim with a wooden stick
Figure 2 shows four bronze qing from 10 to 18 cm in di·
amet er. In ancient times , lt1e qing was often engraved with
the text 01 the Buddhist Sutra . whose wonders would be
conveyed by theSOl,Jndoftheqing

The principal modes ot v ibration resuit from the propagation
of bending waves arol.lnd the cirCl.Jmferenoo. Viewed in the
ecarc nrecucn, these modes resemble those ot e bell, with
the (m,O)mode having 2m nodes arou nd Ihe mouth [2J. The
(m,l) and higher families of bell modes are not observed ,
however, Figl.lre3 stlowliholographic inlerl erogramsof

Figuret ,Scenetrom ttBu<1dmsr temple.sho "ing tttarg 9Qi>fg(righOttnd illfTllJylJ(!ttft)

Table l . ModfI ~ ancl rallos ln two Qin(I
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Active Control of Plane Wave Noise in Ducts
R.F. La Fontaine and I.C. Shepherd
CSIRO Division of Building, Construction and Engineering
P.O. Box 56, Highett, Victoria 3190, Australia
ABSTRACT: Active methods of treating plane wave noise in ducts are investigated to identify practical systems.
Active attenuators can generally be categorised as suitable for either random noise or periodic noise service.
Both categories function as either a sound absorber or sound reflector; this factor requiring greater considerslion when dealing with the random noise type. Ways in which some applications affect attenuator performance
are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Attenuation of noise using electro-acoustic components
dates back to Lueg [1] in 1936. The method utilised a secondary sound to destructively interfere with the primary
noise rather than applying a background sound to mask the
original. Lueg's electro-acoustic arrangement was extremely
simple and lacked application becauseofsignificantlimitations.
In 1953, Olson and May [2] proposed another approach
which reappears now and then in different guises, having
aliaseslike'virtual-earth','near-field'and'tight-coupled'systems; all exhibiting limited bandwidth, though occasionally
accomplishing usefui noise reduction. It was not until the
1970-80s that viable active attenuators were proposed;
several are described in references [3,4,5,6] and discussed
in [7]. These were suited to plane wave sound in a duct,
however, with additional complications a few could handle
multi-mode noise propagation.
Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of a basic random
noise attenuator for treating plane wave noise in ducts. The
principle involves sampling the upstream noise and reproducing it downstream in opposite phase to the original.
Microphones and electronics are arranged sothatthesystem oniy responds to sound which travels in the direction
from primary source towards the loudspeaker. Electronics
include circuits to make the microphone arrangement directional,andafiltertocorrect irreguiarfrequency response.
The spacing between the microphones and loudspeaker is
dictated by the filter's signal propagation delay time.

In recent times much work has been focussed on control algorithmsthat maintain the integrity of the secondary sound.
To achieve 20 dB noise reduction, for example, the secondary sound is maintained within 1 dB in amplitude and
five degrees In phase over the required bandwidth. Nowadays, accurate control is achieved without great expense,
at least for ducts associated with low velocity flows and at
noise frequencies beneath the first higher order mode.
Depending on the. application, allenuator performance at
low frequencies can exceed that obtained with conventional
passive silencers design. Active attenuators can be made
more compact than a passive allenuator, but some designs
only function well in long ducts. Componentsofactivesysterns can be mounted in the duct walls to avoid interfering
with airflow, whereas passive allenuators often have soundabsorbing elements across the duct which introduce undesirable pressure losses.

2.

ATIENUATOR TYPES

With respect to functional importance, active allenuators
can first be categorised as better suited to either random or
periodic noise control. By its nature, the random type can
also treat periodic noise, but for this purpose may be the
more expensive and less effective of the two types. On the
other hand, the periodic noise controller cannot be employed successfully in random noise applications.
The two types can be further grouped in either the sound
absorber or sound reflector classes. The former absorbs the
primary noise and utilises two or more loudspeakers to produce the secondary sound. Signals applied to the loudspeakers are related in a special way, which necessitates
additional electronics. An advantage of the absorber class is
that the noise level upstream of the attenuator is not enhanced. Unfortunately it suffers poor power efficiency at frequencieseithersideofmid-band [8] so may be restricted to
low and medium power applications. Olsen classified his
near-field system as a sound absorber, however it behaves
like a reflector when located inside a duct.
The second group reflects noise back towards the source: In
fact the system depicted in Figure1 belongs to this class.
Reflectors are less expensive since they only require one
loudspeaker. However, where duct acoustic reflections upstream of the allenuatorare large,noiseallenuation is less
than that attainable with the absorbers [9].

Figure I.

Basicrandomnoiseattenuatoroperatingasasound
reflector.

Upstream reflections affect a reflecting random noise attenuator in the following manner: referring to Figure 1, half the

secondary noise power fed into the duct travels downstream
and attenuates the primary noise, while the other half propagates back upstream towards the source. This second half
is reflected back by, say, a duct bend or the duct inlet, to
augment the original primary noise. Unless the attenuator
can entirely cancel all noise propagating downstream, the
residual noise rises above that when the upstream reflection
is zero.

1,

By design, the absorber type transmits much less power
back towards the source, therefore upstream reflections
hardly influence attenuator performance.
Of the random noiseattenuators, those based on theSwinbanks [4] and Olson [2] concepts receive most attention. Of
the periodic noise class, the Chaplin system [6] (sometimes
known as the Essex system) is probably best known.

3.

CentrifugclFan

Microphone

PERIODIC NOISE ATIENUATORS

Secondary sound produced by the Chaplin attenuator (Figure 2A) is synthesised using as input a synchronous pulse
and the residual noise sensed bya remote microphone. A
periodic secondary sound is gradually developed bya microprocessor or digital signal processor to minimise the
sound pressure at the microphone. The pulse is often supplied by a transducer which senses shaft revolution. The rnicrophonecan be removed from the duct so that it does not
sense turbulent pressure fluctuations in the flow. Consequentlythe attenuator produces a good replica of primary
tonal noise and achieves significant noise reduction outside
the duct. If necessary, the microphone can be located in the
duct to maximise noise attenuation there, but with high flow
velocities, turbulence can add substantial irrelevantnoiset 0
the microphone signal.
Normal configurations of the Chaplin system place it in the
reflector class, although it can operate as an absorber using
extra electronics and loudspeaker. Conversion to the absorber class is unnecessary unless it is essential to limit the
upstream noise level. However, when operated as a reflector, upstream noise should not tncreaseby more than 3
dB [5].
Another technique creates the secondary noise using specific harmonics of a synchronous pulse. Harmonics are individuallyadjusted in amplitude and phase, summed, then
input to the amplifier. Optionally, a control microphone
measures the residual sound to effect harmonic adjustment.
The block diagram for the attenuator is similar to that of
Chaplin's. This system, less the control microphone, has
been applied by Neise and Koopman [10] to reduce tonal
noise generated by centrifugal fans. The secondary sound
was introduced through perforations in the fan cut-off, using
two loudspeakers arranged as a dipole. The arrangement
restricted noise within a small region which reduced the
number of noise transmission paths.

4.

(A)

RANDOM NOISE ATTENUATORS

Ihese produce the secondary sound from a sample of the
upstream noise. To prevent acoustic coupling between the
loudspeaker and microphone, one or the other (or both) is
made unidirectional. Figure 2B depicts a Swinbanksattenuatorwhere multiple transducers are connected electronically
in a special manner to achieve unidirectionality. The frequencyresponseofthe unidirectional configuration is not
flat and requires substantial compensation. A variation of
the attenuator employs a novel microphone and/or loudspeaker arrangement, described byLa Fontaine et al. [11],
which avoids such response compensation.

(B)

Primary Noise

(C)

Figure 2.

Variousactiveattenuators:(A)periodictype
(B) random type; (C) near-field type.

There are several factors contributing to frequency response
errors, making signal filtering unavoidable. Nowadays, filtering is performed using a digital signal processor. The processorcanself-adaptivelyadjustthefiltercoefficientstoaccommodate variations in component performance and duct
conditions such as airflow velocity changes. The latter influences phase alignment of the primary and secondary
sounds (these must be displaced 180 degrees). Phase misalignment increases with mean flow velocity, noise frequencyand spacing between the primary noise sensing microphone and ioudspeaker. Early attenuator filter designs
necessitated a large microphone-to-Ioudspeaker spacing
because of long signal processing times, so making the attenuators particularly sensitive to air temperature and flow
velocity variations.
A control microphone is usually situated in the duct beyond
the loudspeaker to inform the digital signal processor of residual noise. The processor adjusts the filter coefficients for
minimum residual noise-usually requiring several iterations
before an optimum is reached. Complete noise attenuation
is not possible due to influences which confuse the control
algorithm and distort the primary noise sample. Spurious microphonesignals introduced byturbulencepressurefluctuations in the airflow is one of these influences.

For plane wave attenuators, the upper frequency range is
reslricted beneath the cut-on of the first higher order duct
mode.'The lower frequency limit is not so clearly defined,
but often depends on turbulence pressure fluctuations detected by the sampling microphone because this develops
and becomes more difficult to treat with diminishing frequency.lntheSwinbankssystem,thelowestresidualnoise
attainable is about the same as the turbulence noise heard
by the sampling microphone [12j. Turbulence screens must
therefore befitted to the microphones when the flow velocity
exceeds a few metres per second, however, below 100 Hz
standard screens rapidly lose effectiveness. The 4.5 octave
wide-band Swinbanks arrangement described by La Fontaine and Shepherd [9j,when using a unidirectional microphone and loudspeaker, achieved 16dBinsertioniossat50
Hz without flow through the duct. Later tests using 20 rn/s
airflow reduced this figure to 10 dB with turbulence screens
installed.
If either the microphone or loudspeaker is omnidirectional,
duct reflections can adversely affect the performance of random noise active attenuators [9]. Typically, performance
can be reduced by about 2-6 dB which may seem tolerable.
However, consider the attenuator described above, where
in the first instance 16dB insertion loss was achieved at 50
Hz. Combining the influences of turbulence pressure fluctuationsand duct reflections, the same attenuator using an
omnidirectional acoustic coupler might only provide 4--8 dB
insertion ioss at that frequency.
Although the conditions cited above are severe, they are not
unusual. It becomes obvious that the viability of an active
system, particularly the random noise type, depends very
much on individual applications. Factors which determine viability and require measurement include: the duct plane
wave acoustic power, the contribution plane wave noise
makes to the sound at locations beyond the duct, duct reflections either side of the attenuator, and the turbulence
pressure level. Shepherd et al. [13]examinehowthesefactors are taken into account when assessing prospectiveapplications.

5.

loading proved beneficial in that a reasonable bandwidth
was achieved and 5-20 dB insertion loss was attained
across two octaves with 5 rn/s airflow. Noise reduction
measured inside and outside the duct should agree atfrequencies below the duct cut-on frequency. Though Olson
described the arrangement of microphone and loudspeaker
asanabsorber,itclearlyoperatesasareflectorinsidethe
duct.
These systems are marginally stable. Good noise attenuation can only be obtained when the amplifier gain is setalmost to the point where the attenuatorbursts into oscillation.
There is considerable difficulty maintaining accurate gain
since duct acoustics influence the feedback loop.

6.

CONCLUSION

Since the 1930sseveral methods of active noise attenuation
have been proposed to treat plane wave noise inside a duct.
Many can provide useful levels of noise reduction. Some
claim superiority over passive systems in special applications, particularly where low frequency noise is concerned.
Active systems incur less pressure drop inair-ductsand,as
a result, smaller fans can be employed. Beneficially, smaller
fans produce less noise.
Nowadays the technology to manufacture active attenuators
is readily available. Nevertheless, few are available off-thesheft
Random noise attenuator performance is more difficult to
predict than for passive systems. Major reasons are that the
former is particularly sensitive to the mode of sound propagationinsidetheductandtoductflowconditions,whereas
thelatterisnot.Ontheotherhand,passivesystemscanno.t
provide the level of attenuation attainable with active systems at low frequencies, nor are they as compact. Some active systems can only function in long ducts.
The performance of periodic noise attenuators is more easiIy determined with the control microphone located outside
the duct. Possibly, the periodic type will find more application in the immediate future than the random noise type.

.... -...

NEAR-FIELD ATTENUATORS

Near-field attenuators can be categorised as random noise
systems, however they operate in a distinctlydifferentfashion from other types. Figure2C shows a configuration proposed by Olson and May for attenuating random noise
emission ata duct outlet. The obvious advantage is that the
loudspeaker and microphone are more likely to survive destructive flue gases. Another suggested configuration had
the loudspeaker and microphone mounted just inside the
outlet.
The Olson 'electronic sound absorber' was initially devised
as a zone silencer, so it is understandable that the arrangement. when located externally to the duct, only performs
well in the near-field of the outlet, and not in the far-field,
apart from a few remote positions at some frequencies. The
reason is readily explained using' mathematics, however, in
essence the negative feedback loop-which involves microphone, acoustic path, amplifier and loudspeaker -tries to
achieve zero acoustic pressure at the microphone, but not
necessarily elsewhere. Therefore, the effectiveness of this
configuration diminishes as the observer moves away from
the microphone. LaFontaineetal. [14j explain methods of
improving
the
performance
of
such
systems.
Eghtesadi etal. [5] moved the near-field system well inside
the duct while investigating monopole attenuators and
called it the 'tight-coupled monopole activeattenuator'. Duct
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Active Control of Sound Radiation
from Vibrating Structures
Colin H. Hansen
Senior Lecturer
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Adelaide

ABSTRACT: Active control of sound radiated by vibrating surfaces is becoming more and more feasible with
the development of fast electronic signal processors and novel vibration transducers. In this paper, progress
to date is reviewed, the physical mechanisms responsible for control are described and directions for future
research are outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION
The design ofasystemforthe active control of sound radiatedbyavibratingstructurecanbedividedintotwodistinct
parts: the design of the control source and error sensor
system, and the design of the electronic control system. To
begin, the required control source number and arrangements for a specified noise reduction over a specified frequency range must be determined. Next the error sensor
number and arrangement which will allow the calculated reduction in noise level to be achieved must be found. Finally, the electronic control system must be designed to suit
the number of control sources and error sensors. The required reduction in vibration level or sound pressure level at
the error sensors will determine the accuracy required of the
signal processing hardware (that is, is 16 bits accuracy
needed or is it possible to achieve the same results with a
much less expensive 100r 12 bit system?). Itisofnouse
designing the electronic controller before the physical system is properly understood, as itis a fallacy to assume that
the electronic controller by itself determines the extent of
the noise reduction achieved. In general, it is the number
and layout of the control sources and error sensors which
are more important, as this determines the maximum
achievable noise reduction, which is a benchmark against
which the electronic controller performance can be measured. As structures respond to a single frequency or band
of frequencies in away which can be described in terms of
resonant and non-resonant normal modes of vibration, it is
important that the control sources can control all vibration
modes which contribute to the sound radiation in the frequencyrangeofinterest. It is also important that the error
sensors can observe all of these modes.
When controlling sound radiation from a vibrating structure
intofreespace,itisgenerallydesiredtoreducethetotalradiatedsound power rather than the sound pressure atone
or two locations. Thus the error sensors have to be arranged so that they can observe the radiated sound power.
If microphones are used, this will generally entail the use of
more than one, especially if the excitation covers a range of
frequencies. A trade off will almost invariably have to be
made between the practical number of error microphones
and the need to accurately measure the radiated sound
power so that the maximum reduction theoretically achievable with the control source arrangement can be approached.
Acoustics Australia

To control the sound radiated by a vibrating structure, either
vibration sources to the structure or acoustic sources located in the acoustic medium surrounding the structure, ora
combination of both may be used. Similarly, error sensors
maybe either structural vibration sensors which sense only
vibration modes contributing most to the radiated sound or
there maybe one or more microphones placed strategically
in the acoustic medium surrounding the structure.
In this brief paper, the work done in this field up to the
present time will be summarised, physical mechanisms responsible for control and techniques and equipment used
for control will be described, and directions for future research will be outlined.

2. PROGRESS SO FAR
The first attempts to control sound radiated by vibrating surfaces were concerned with tonal noise radiated by large
electrical transformers [1-3]. This work involved the use of
loudspeakers placed near the transformer tank to control the
noise radiated to one or more community locations. It was
found that if global control was to be achieved in all directions, then it was necessary to use a large array of speakers, almost as large as the transformer tank itself. Use of
one or two speakers resulted in reduced noise levels in
some directions at the expense of increased noise levels in
others. Also the angular spread of the directions of reduced
levels was generally quite narrow. Although not stated by
the authors, the physical reason for the above mentioned
behaviour is that to achieve global noise reduction using
acousticcontrolsources,itisnecessaryforthesourcesto
change the radiation impedance "seen" by the transformer
tank. This can only be done by using a large array of controlsources.lfonlyoneortwosmallsourcesareused,areasofreduced noise level are achieved solely by local destructiveinterferenceeffectsattheexpenseofotherareas
of increased level where constructive interference takes
place. Thus in this latter case, the radiation impedance
"seen" by the transformer (and hence its radiated sound
power) is barely changed, and as a result the overall radiated sound power of the transformer plus control sources is
generally larger than the sound power radiated by the transformer itself when only one or two control sources are used,
even though there will be some locations (particularly error
sensor locations) where the sound level will be reduced.

It is only relatively recently that there has beenaconcentrated effort to develop practical control systems to control the
sound power radiated by vibrating surfaces. Knyazevand
Tartakvskii [5] were the first to investigate the control of
sound radiation by using control forces on the vibrating
structure. in 1988, Deffayetand Nelson [4] analysed the active control of sound radiated by a finite rectangular panel
using acoustic control sources. In 1989 Hansen et al [6,7]
compared the relative effectiveness of control forces and
acousticsourcesforcontrollingsoundradiatedbyarectangularpanel. Analytical modelling of the active control of
sound radiated by a rectangular panels has been undertakenbyWalker[8],Fuller[9]andPanetal[10].
More recently research efforts have focussed upon the controloforthotropicpanels[11],theuseofpiezoceramiccrystals to provide the control forces [12-13] and shaped PVDF
(polyvinyl difluoride) sensors instead of microphones to provide the required controller error signal [14-16].
Investigation of the physical mechanisms [6,17-19] involved
in controlling sound radiation from a simple vibrating surface
has provided an understanding of the complexity of the
problem and has also resulted in the determination of the influence of geometric and structural/acoustic variables on the
maximum achievable reduction in sound power. This work
has led to the formulation of strategies for the optimum design of multi-channel systems for the simultaneous control
ofa number of sources and error sensors [20-23].

(which is a trivial case and represents the control source at
the centre of the concentrated set contours shown in the figure) the maximum achievable reduction in radiated sound
power is 22.4 dB and this will only occur for one location of
the control force, Improper location of the control force can
result in achievable sound power level reductions as [ow as
4dB. The size of the panel depicted in Figure 1 was such
that the acoustic wavelength corresponding to the excitation
frequency was three times the largest panel dimension.
For this test case, two fundamental physical controlmechanisms were identified by calculating modal vibration levels
on the panel before and after control. Withth~singlecon
trolforcelocatedattherighthandmaximumofFigure1,the
control mechanism was modal amplitude reduction; that is,
the vibration amplitudes of the modes contributing most to
the sound radiation were significantly reduced. It was also
foundthatforthesimplecaseconsideredhere,asingleerror microphone properly located in the far field of the panel
was able to provide an error signal which allowed the sound
power to be reduced by an amount very close to the maximum possible.

As the use of control forces on heavy structures such as
transformer tanks poses problems of generating control
forces of sufficient magnitude, work has begun [24] on the
use of a thin enclosure, which maybe perforated or solid
steel, placed around the noise radiating structure. Suchan
enclosure can be adequately excited using piezo ceramic
crystals which are relatively inexpensive ($10-20 each).

3. PHYSICAL CONTROL MECHANISMS
It is of considerable interest to be able to identify the physical mechanisms underlying the active control of sound radiationfromavibrating surface. Only if these are properly
understood will it be possible to determine the limitations on
the amount of noise reduction which would be achievable
with an ideal electronic controller. In two recent studies
[18,19], the effect otvarious parameters such as control
source location, error sensor location, control source type
(acoustic or force) panel size, structural damping, excitation
frequency and panel response type (resonance or forced)
has been evaluated theoretically for a simply supported,
baffled rectangular panel vibrating at a single frequency and
radiating into free space. In one study [18], the primary excitation force was a single pointforceattheantinodal location of a (3,1) mode (2 vertical nodes and no horizontal
nodes). In the second study [19], the primary excitation
consisted of four in-phase forces located near each of the
four corners of the panel. The general conclusions of each
of the studies are similar, so here we will concentrate on the
detailed results obtained using only a single point primary
excilationforce. The panel was excited off-resonanceata
single frequency between the (2,2) and (3,1) modal resonances. Figure 1 shows the maximum achievable reduction in radiated sound power as a function of location of
a single control force, assuming an ideal electronic controller and assuming that the error sensor(s) can accurately
measure the radiated sound power. Even under these ideal
conditions it can be seen from the figure that for locations of
the control source other than on top of the primary source
Vol. 19No.3-84

Figurel,MaximumcaicufatedachievabielevelsofsoundpoweraffenuBt/onldB)
asa function of thevibraNonsource IocaNonon thepanel.

With the single control force located in the centre of the panel,thedominantcontrolmechanismwasfoundtobethatof
modal phase rearrangement. That is, the controller rearranged the temporal phases of the radiating modes in
such away as to effectively reduce the overall panel radiation efficiency. This can be better understood if one notes
that the total sound power radiated by a vibrating surface is
not the sum of the powers radiated by each mode. Rather,
the modes combine together to provide a particular panel
velocity distribution which will be characterised by a particular radiation efficiency. With this control mechanism, it is
likelythatther.m.s. vibration levels on the structure will, in
somecases,increaseundercontrol,eventhoughtheradiated sound power will be reduced.
Increasing the panel slzeso that lt was one rather than one
third of a wavelength across had a dramatic effect on the resuits. The maximum reduction in sound power theoretically
achievable with a single control source was reduced from
22.4 to 16.9 dB. Also, the modal rearrangement control
mechanism was no longer operative, due to the increased
panel size.

lncreastnqthe panel toss factor frorn n =0.04tol'] = 0.2 also
had a dramatic effect on the maximum achievable reduction
in sound power. Apart from the trivial case of the control

sourceontopoftheprimarysource,themaximumachievable sound powerreductionwasreducedt08dB. Alsothe
modal amplitude control mechanism was no longer effective; control was only achieved by a rearrangement of
the relative modal temporal phases.
With acoustic control sources, the mechanism responsible
fora reduction in radiated sound power was found to bea
change in radiation impedance "seen" by the panel asaresuit of the presence of the acoustic sources. Thus the
acoustic sources act to "unload" the panel. Clearly, it is not
possible then for a single small acoustic source to provide a
significant reduction in the power radiated bya large structure such as an electrical transformer, as such a source
could not acoustically unload the transformer. Howeverthis
does not preclude the control source from providing localareas of sound cancellation at the expense of other areas of
increased sound level.
As well as needing to understand the physical mechanisms
involved to design an optimum system to control sound radiationfrom a vibrating surface, it is also necessary to realise that all vibration modes contributing to the radiation
mustbebothcontrollabiebythecontrolforcesandobservable by the error sensors. Clearly a control force located at
a modal node cannot control that mode and equally clearly
a vibration sensor located at a modal node cannot provide
an error signal for that mode. Alsoanacousticsensoriocated ata minimum point in the radiation field generated bya
particular mode may not provide adequate error information
for that mode. Thus if a single acoustic error sensor is used
to provide a signal proportional to the total sound powerradiatedbyastructure, then it is extremely important that it is
located so that it can best measure the required quantity.
Measurements made using the simple test arrangement just
described indicated that the maximum achievable reduction
in sound power, could vary from 11 dB to 22.4 dB (for the
optimum location ofa single controi force) dependent upon
the location of the far field acoustic error sensor.
When the noise source is periodic in nature, it may be advantageoustoimplementthecontrollerinthefrequencydomain, or in the time domain using less expensive hardware
of limited precision. For these alternatives to be properly
evaluated,theeffectofphaseerroronthecontrolresult
should be evaluated in all cases using an analytical model.
For the rectangular plate model considered here, it was
found that an error of %1degree in phase produced 0.2 dB
less sound power attenuation and 15 dB less sound pressure attenuation at the error sensor. Thus if the objective is
to reduce the overall radiated sound power, the resultappears to be relatively insensitive to phase accuracy. However, note that this was for a case where the maximum
achievable reduction in sound power was 22.4 dB. if it were
600r70dB,thenthe sensitivity to phase accuracy would be
much greater.

4. CONTROL TRANSDUCERS AND
ERRORS SENSORS
In designing an active control system, decisions must be
made regarding the type of control sources and the type of
error sensors which will be most appropriate.
Acoustic control sources are generally not as effective as vibrationconlrolsourcesandvibrationerrorsensorsaregenerally more difficult to optimise than acoustic error sensors.
If vibration control sources are more appropriate, then the
type of vibration source must be chosen. Piezo ceramic
crystals are ideal inexpensive alternatives for thin structures
such as aircraft. They can be bonded to the structure they
need to control using epoxy resin adhesives, and when acAcoustics Australia

tuated by a voltage up to 150 volts r.rn.s., they expand or
contract and induce a bending moment inthe structure, Piezo ceramic crystals are typically 38 mm to 50 mm x 0.25 mm
thick and are very brittle. However other sizes are available
and they can be manufactured to conform to curved surfaces. It is unlikely that piezo ceramic crystals would supply
a sufficient control force for heavy structures. On the other
hand, piezo ceramic stacks, magnetostrictive actuators,
elecytrodynamicshakersandhydraulicshakerscanprovide
relativelylargecontrolforces,buttheyallrequireabacking
mass or some other imaginative means of providing a reaction support.
Piezo ceramic stacks consist of many layers of piezo cerarnic crystals stacked together to give a large force output.
Magnetostrictive actuators are made using a rod made from
an alloy of iron and rare earth elements which extends on
application ofa magnetic field. For it to act as an actuator, it
is necessary to provide eitherad.c. bias in the driving signal
to the electromagnetic coil surroundingtherod,orsurround
the rod with a high permeability permanent magnet (25).
The latter is the preferred alternative as the former leads to
overheating and amplifier problems. It is also necessary to
provide mechanical precompression of the actuator as it is
extremely brittle and a magnetic field applied to a nonprecompressionrodwillcause it to end and break. The advantage of magnetostrictive actuators lies in their small size
andreasonableforce/costratio.
Electrodynamic and hydraulic shakers should only be used
as a last resort for a number of reasons. It is difficult to
properly isolate a hydraulic shaker from the hydraulic system,andifitliesbetweentheservovalveandtheactuator,
much of the alternating energy can be lost in flexing the
hose. Also in many cases the noise made by the hydraulic
power pack and hydraulic lines may also be difficult to reducetoacceptablelevels. Electrodynamicshakersareundesirable for different reasons. They are generally large
and heavy and are often relatively expensive.
If acoustic control sources are chosen, then the choice is
simply between speaker and horn drivers, the final choice
being dependent upon the frequency range and required
power output.
An indirect way of reducing the sound power radiated bya
vibrating structure, in particular a composite structure, is to
embed shape memory alloy wire in the structure which will
change the structural stiffness charaClertistics on application
ofavoltage [26]. This in turn will result in a change in the
sound radiation characteristics of the structure.
In deciding upon the type of error sensor to be used,there is
achoiceoftwoseparateclasses-acousticorvibration.
Generally acoustic error sensors (microphones) will provide
better results if the objective is to control radiated sound;
however, in some cases their use may be impractical. In
that case the choice is between the use of accelerometers
fixed at appropriate locations to the vibrating surface PVDF
film which may be appropriately shaped and distributed so
that it only measures the vibration associated with the
modes which contribute most of the radiated sound power
[15]. Clearly, it is not so easy to achieve this result using accelerometers, and as accelerometers are much more expensive, they are the least preferred option. PVDFfilmisa
flexible form ofa piezo ceramic crystal. Both can act as actuators or sensors but the force producing capability of the
PVDF film is too small to make it a practical actuator. However,asitisfarlessexpensivethanpiezoceramiccrystals,
it is the preferred choice for a sensor. Asasensor,themaVol. 19No.3-85
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The Use of Waveguides in Acoustic
Emission Monitoring Projects
Brian R. A. Wood, Terence C. Flynn, Robert W. Harris and Laurence M. Noyes
CSIRO Division of Geomechanics
Lucas Heights Research Laboratories
N.S.W.Australia
ABSTRACT: The CSIRO has become involved in three long term acoustic emission monitoring projects.
The conditions associated with the structures necessitated the use of waveguides to transfer the transient
elastic waves from the surface of the structure to the transducer.
-

A variety of different waveguide and transducer combinations evaluated for three separate applications
are discussed. The various configurations were investigated in both laboratory and field situations so that
some idea of the relative attenuations was available together with data on the resultant waveforms.

1. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic emission (AE) refers to the transient elastic waves
that are generated in a structure by the growth of defects
associated with some form of stressing (mechanical, thermal, chemical etc.). The elastic wave pulses propagate
through the structure until a boundary surface is reached,
when a surface wave is generated which can be detected
by a surface mounted transducer. The use of continuous or
quasi-continuousAE monitoring requires that the AEtransducers be both in an environment which will not cause excessivedeteriorationintheirperformanceandbereadilyaccessibleformaintenance if required. These restrictions will
in many cases only be met if the transducer is attached to
the end of a waveguide. The use of a waveguide means
that there will be some modification to the nature of the detected pulse, since new factors, including the nature of the
coupling of the waveguide to the structure being monitored,
the characteristics of the wave propagation through the
waveguide, and the coupling of the end of the waveguide to
the transducer, will be introduced.

2. STRUCTURES BEING MONITORED
The first structure is a new Platformer pressure vessel operating in a refinery at temperatures up to 580°C; the second
is a new large Cryogenic storage tank operating at -40°C;
and the third is a fibre reinforced containmentvesseloperatingat96°C.
The Platformer is a large pressure vessel operating at high
temperatures and pressures. The unit reforms the long
chain petrol molecule using platinum asa catalyst to produce a fuel with a higher ignition efficiency. The structural
integrity of the Platformer was monitored from the manufacturing stage forward so that long term operation with
limited maintenance shutdowns will be possible. The Cryogenic tank project will use continuous structural integrity
evaluation to provide long periods free of major maintenance and to allow operation of the vessel for extended
periods of time (in excess of 50 years) by means of a systematic acoustic emission monitoring program. The fibre reinforced plastic vessel project involves the monitoring ot a
number of vessels from new for periods in excess of 20
years to provide continuous integrity evaluation and defect
location.
Acoustics Australia

3. WAVEGUIDE GEOMETRIES
3.1 Metal Structures
The waveguides used in metal structures are commonly
manufactured in milosteel if this material is acceptable; otherwise stainless steel is used, which is superior with regard
toresistingcorrosionbutisinferioracoustically,inthatithas
a larger attenuation than mild steel.
Waveguides are generally circular and tapered to a blunt
point which is then held against the structure being monitoredbytheuse of some hold down device to provide pressure on the blunt point. This form of attachment of the
waveguide to the structure is satisfactory for short term investigations or for investigations that are only carried out infrequently and the transducer assemblies removed after
each monitoring period
Permanent monitoring requires more substantial means of
attaching waveguides, with the further proviso that the attachment of the waveguide does not itself introduce any
lessening of the mechanical integrity of the structure. A
change in the geometry of the waveguide so that it flares out
at one end for easy attachment by adhesives is one possibility and another is to use some form of welding. Two forms
of welding which can be employed and have been investigated thoroughly as part offield monitoring projects are
the drawn arc and the electric arc welding techniques.

3.2 Fibre Reinforced Plastic (FRP)
Structures
Metal waveguides cannot be readily altached to FRP structures and the alternative is to construct a waveguide using
FRP techniques so that such a unit can be readily bonded
onto the structure. The waveguide assembly is essentially a
bunch of parallel glass fibres which are held together by an
appropriate resin and splayed out at both ends to allow for
altachmenttothevessel and for coupling of a transducer.

4. EVALUATION
4.1 Metallographic
The nature of the junction where a steel waveguide is bonded to a steel vessel was investigated for both the drawn arc
Vol. 19No.3-87

and electric welding using standard metallurgical techniques
of macro and micro examination and hardness measurements.

quency of the waveguide without the disk and Mlits mass,
and M2the mass of the disk, then the following relationship
holds:
fo=M1f,/(M,+M2)

4.2 Acoustic Emission

(1)

The acoustic properties of the waveguide-sensor assembly
were evaluated by observing and comparing the waveforms
detected using a standard pencil-lead break for the transducerdirectly on the surface being monitored and for the
same transducer attached to the waveguide. These observationsprovideddataonpulsemodificationandattenuation associated with the use of a waveguide.

In summary, the available theory indicates that the effect of
a waveguide is to produce a high pass filtering action with
the velocities of propagation exhibiting dispersion which is
most pronounced at the lower frequencies, but the overall
response of the system will not be contaminated by a complicatedresonance/anti-resonancepatternatthehighfre-

5. RELEVANT THEORY

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The nature of elastic wave propagation in a waveguide is
fairlycomplicated,butsomeideaofthefactorsaffectingthe
waves and the total response of a waveguide/transducer assemblycanbeobtained. Many modes of wave propagation
are possible and the modes are dispersive (velocity of propagation depends on the frequency) particularlyatlowerfrequencies. However, as the frequency increases, the phase
velocity of these complex longitudinal waves asymptotes to
the velocity of Rayleigh waves as described by Redwood
[1]. The modes exhibit a cut-off phenomenon (phasevelocity becomes infinite at a lower limiting frequency) which
meansthatthereisa degree of high-pass filtering action associatedwiththeuseofwaveguides. P.lotsofphasevelocity as a function of the non-dimensional parameter of the radius of the rod divided by the wavelength indicate that for
values of this parameter between 1 and 2 many of the
modes have values for the velocity of propagation which are
approaching the Rayleigh wave velocity. Considering a
steel waveguide and taking a velocity.rof propagation of
4,000 m/secand a radius ofO.005m (5mm)thevalueoffrequency that make the non-dimensional parameter unity is
BOOkHz,sothatforfrequencieslessthanthisvaluethe
wave propagation will most certainly exhibit dispersion.
However waveguides are not necessarily of uniform crosssection and also have such itemsasdisksofa larger crosssection attached to one end so that a transducer may be
coupled to the assembly. The analysis of these more complicated configurations is easier to handle ifelectricaltransmission line analogies are employed as described by Harris
[2] and Skudrzyk [3]. A free cylindrical rod has many resonancesandanti-resonanceswhichwill produce a complex
response but as the frequency rises there is so much overlapping of these resonant responses that the response
tends to become almost uniform. If k is the wavenumber
(2Jt divided by the wavelength) and/ the length of the
waveguide, then the uniform response occurs for values of
the non-dimensional parameter k./ between 10 and 100
(the value will depend on the damping in the system). Considering again a steel waveguide with a velocity of propagationof4,000m/secandalengthofOAm(400mm),thenfor
k./ = 10 the value of frequency is approximately 16 kHz.
The effect of a plate on the end is to excite higher order
modes of propagation in order to satisfy the boundary conditlons,and,slncethesemodesareverydissipative,therewill
be energy loss. The effect on the resonant response of the
assembly isto cause a small apparent increase in length so
that the frequencies are slightly lowered. Analysis of the situation using transmission line analogies, showsthattheothereffectofadisk,apartfromthegenerationofhigherorder
modes,istoproduceamassloading,sothatiffoistheresonantfrequency of the entire system, f, the resonantfre-

quencies.

6.1 Steel Structures
The range of steel structures monitored is wide and varied,
and this study is restricted to pressure vessels operating at
elevated cryogenic temperatures.

6.1.1 Platformer
Since this vessel operates at high temperatures and pressures, it was decided that the transducer assemblies to be
used in investigating the performance of the Platformer
would be removed after each evaluation, and so welded or
permanent waveguides were not considered. The arrangement used was a steel waveguide with a flat contact area
which was pressed on the metal surface through a hole cut
in the insulation. The flat end was pushed onto the surface
with a pressure of approximately 600 kPa using a spring
loading arrangement held onto the surface by magnets.
The free end of the wavequide passed into a specially designed assembly so that it was in intimate contact with one
sideofa piezo-ceramicdisk reducing interface attenuation.
An evaluation of the waveguide arrangement indicated a5
t06dBattenuationwhen using the waveguide compared to
fixinq the transducer directly onto the vessel surface. The
high operating temperature of the vessel made the use of
waveguides essential. Tests using waveguides ranging
from 3mm up to 20mm diameter indicated that the size of
the waveguide to vessel contact would cause an attenuation
ot cc tc toca. A flat contact surface between 6 and 10mm
diameter was found to be the best configuration with an attenuation of5dB. Some investigations were carried out using sharp pointed waveguides and the results of this work
gave an attenuation of20dB for the same diameter waveguide. The use of the integral waveguide making direct contact with the pieza-ceramic disk reduced the signal transmission loss and allowed a more realistic wave-form
analysis technique to be used.

6.1.2 Cryogenic tank
Since it was a requirement of the program that the acoustic
emission monitoring be used for 50 to 100 years, the details
of the fixing of transducers to the vessel surface were of
prime importance. The vessel will have a 100 mm thick
sprayed insulation over the total exposed surface, which is
one of the reasons why it was necessary to use waveguides. In many applications adhesives, greases, and magnets can be used to hold waveguides onto the surface being
monitored, but since in this project very long monitoring
times were involved,welding was considered to be the best
method to attach the waveguide to the structure. Testwelds
were made using two methods, drawn arc and electric arc.
A major concern when using welded waveguides relates to
the introduction of micro cracks in the parent material asa
result of the rates of localised heating and cooling during the

welding of the waveguides to the parent metal. A series of
test welds were made using the proposed waveguide configuration and a number of variations in the welding technique. Initial visual inspection was used to divide the sampies into "good" and "poor" classifications. Metallographic
evaluation, using both macro and micro examination, indicated adequate fusion and a clean microstructure in the
"good" samples, while the "poor" samples exhibited some
lack of fusion at the weld interface, a reduced heat-affected
zone which did not produce a good weld interface, some inelusions in the weld and a small shrinkage crack in one
sample, and a microstructure exhibiting some retained high
temperature phase. This indicates the importance of the
good welding practices required in attaching waveguides to
any structure. Summarising,

*

*

*

The attenuation and wave propagation studies consistentlyidentifiedasmalidecrease(1-2dB)inattenuationwhencomparing"good"with"poor"weldconditions,
though this could be within normalexperimentalvarlability.
The main concern relates to the need for good welding
techniques and adequate fusion between waveguide and
parent metal to prevent the introduction of cracks within
the microstructure.
The most efficient waveguide diameter was found to be
6mm to 1Omm, with attenuation increases up to 5dB being recorded for sizes outside these limits.

While attenuation variations which are considered to be
within acceptable experimen1allimi1s were recorded in all
tests, it was possible 10 identify significant changes in the
detected waveform associated with only very minor variations in the waveguide to plate weld. Some samples were
tested in the original form and then sectioned so that up to
50% of the weld and waveguide was removed. WhiJe this
again resulted in a minimal 0.5-1dBvariation in the detected
pulse peak amplitude, there was a significant change in the
detected waveform indicating changes in the pattern ofreflections and the nature of higher order mode generation associatedwiththepropagatingwaves.
The final waveguide design used a threaded plate which
was attached to the outer end of the waveguide with the
transducer attached to this plate using a thin layer of adhesive. This configuration was chosen after experimental
evaluation ofa number of designs, bearing in mind that later
tests of this vessel should not be restricted to the use of the
present transducers, preventing the application of future advancesintransducerand monitoring technology. Theextra
attenuation associated with the use of this waveguide assembly for a range of configurations was 10dB. The best
results were obtained using a waveguide manufactured
from solid bar. The waveguide which was welded to the
transducer base gave an additional1dB attenuation, while
the threaded connection between waveguide and transducerbasegaveanadditionalattenuationofupt05dBwithout the useofcouplantand consistently3dB with the use of
acouplant.

6.2 Fibre Reinforced Plastic Structures
These structures pose different problems from steel vessels
since the waveguides cannot be attached by welding or by
pressurisedbluntpoints. The ideal waveguide for this situation would be made from·FRP so that such a structure could
be readily bonded to the surface using an appropriate resin,
"ensuringthatthedifferentialexpansionbetweenwaveguide
and vessel due.to.heatinq/cooltnq and mechanical stressing

is minimised. However, geometrical discontinuities could
give rise to significant problems with the structural integrity
of the FRPstructure and would rnodlty the detected acoustlc
emission waveform.
A glass-rich waveguide was constructed using many parallel
strands of fine glass held by resin which was men cured.
The final assembly flared out at the ends, enabling bonding
atone end to the vessel and the production of a flat surface
at the other end to which the transducer could be attached.
Such an assembly gave an extra attenuation of30dB onaverage compared to the transducer fixed directly onto the
vessel surface. Since it was a requirement that transducers
be left on the hot FRPvessel for operating periods of3to 4
weeks, it was not possible to fix the transducers directly
onto the vessel surface. A number of tests were made using different commercial and CSIRO transducers, with the
transducer being calibrated before and after a period of up
to 4 weeks on the hot operating vessel. In all cases a loss
in transducer sensitivity was measured within a range of 30
to 50dB, indicating that any realistic monitoring program in
any hot and/or hostile environment requires the use of
waveguides. Intermediate transducer calibration indicated
that some commercial units exhibited significant loss of sensitivity after 5 hours at operating conditions less than 100°C.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The need for long term, permanent and repeated acoustic
emission monitoring requires that the data obtained and
used in structural lnteqrltyevaluationbe both valid and reproducible. With the increasing use of acoustic emission as
arealisticon-linemonitoringtechnique,itisessentialthatreproducibilityandcDmpatibilityofdatabeassuredsDthatthe
interpretation of results is an on-qoinq process with a high
degree of confidence.
There isa need to ensure that correct techniques are used
for the selection and operation of equipment to be used and
the interpretation of results, but of equal importance is the
validity Dfthe recorded data. This work has shown that it is
essential to use waveguides in many industrial monitorinq
projects, and the attenuation resulting from the use Dfdifferent transducer confiqurations must be measured. lt Is also
necessary to achieve a uniform equipment sensitivity over
the total structure being monitored, by ensuring that the
transducers used are within prescribed sensitivity bands and
that there is reproducibility in the coupling techniques used
to fix the transducer to the structure.
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The New Wave for Tomorrow's
Audio Measurements
The '50s brought us automatedswept sine measurements ...
The 70s brought us FFT analysis ...

Now Briiel & Kjeer brings you SEPA
(SerialExcitation - Parallel Analysis).

Designed to helpyou
The 2012 is designed to help you in your work. You ca n creat e a utoseque nced measurement routi nes. wh ich
ru n you r meas uremen ts automatically, savi ng you lime a nd erro rl du ring repetitive measu remen t task s. And
the 2012's mu lti-task ing design means that you can he perfo rm ing new mea su remen ts wh ile process ing previous
data , and printing result s, all at the sa me time.

A complete measurement lab
T he 2012 is packe d wi th faci lities to make your meas ureme n ts easier tha n ever befo re :
• You can display time a nd frequenc y respo nses in Magn itude, Phase. Real a nd Ima gina ry Part , Grou p Delay,
Instantaneous Frequency. Reverberation Decay • You can manipulate data using block arith metic,poles, zeroes,
windowing, editing, smoot hing • 3 J1 ~ MSl pc ·DOS compa tible disk-drive for storing data , set-ups and

autosequen ccs e IE EE·488 an d RS232C interfaces. with IEEE bus controller function . Full on-screen help
facility . 12 u high resolution colour monitor • Ha rd-copy of screens to printers or plotters

Briiel& Kjmr ~
B.... . . Kj.... ...u • •r • •"' ptr. L1d.
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